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Internal stochastic resonance in two coupled liquid membrane oscillators
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Internal stochastic resonance~ISR! is investigated in two coupled liquid membrane oscillators when only
one oscillator is subjected to environmental noise in the absence of an external signal. Comparing the responses
of both subsystems, it is found that enhancement or suppression of ISR for each oscillator depends on the
coupling strength, that synchronization of the two oscillators can occur only at strong coupling strength, and
that ISRwithout tuningcan also occur under certain conditions in the above-mentioned models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stochastic resonance~SR! @1#, a phenomenon in which a
small periodic force can be amplified by an optimal enviro
mental noise, has been extensively studied in many nonlin
systems, such as physical@2–4#, chemical@5,6#, biological
@7,8#, and sensory@9# systems. Later, internal SR~ISR!
@10,11#, or autonomous SR@12#, or coherent resonance~CR!
@13#, was studied by replacing external signals with inter
signals coming from noise-induced oscillation of the s
tems. Our group@14# described a type of ISR where th
internal signal comes from the period-1 oscillation instead
an external signal or a noise-induced deterministic oscilla
in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction.

In studies of SR, coupled systems@15–30# have attracted
much attention because coupled systems can well ex
complex phenomena. Junget al. @17# observed the amplifi-
cation of a periodic force within a certain range of noi
intensity in globally coupled bistable systems. Inchiosa a
Bulsara@19# reported that coupling enhances SR in globa
and nonlinearly coupled systems. Later, the two import
phenomena of array-enhanced stochastic resonance~AESR!
and spatiotemporal synchronization of coupled oscillat
were demonstrated both in theory@18# and in experiment
@31#. These studies show the positive roles of environme
noise, i.e., AESR and noise-induced synchronization,
coupled systems. The above-mentioned studies of SR
based on the idea of modulating the coupling strength
coupling chain length in coupled systems, while other stud
of SR are not based on this idea, but on the idea of mo
lating other parameters. For instance, our group@26,27# has
found that SR can occur in two delayed coupled oscillat
by modulating the frequency and initial phase of the inp
signal with the perturbation of environmental noise. All
these studies indicate that coupling is very important in
of nonlinear systems. Very recently, in the case without
ternal signal, the phenomenon of coupling-enhanced CR@23#
or array-enhanced CR@24,29,30# was studied in coupled
neuron systems. Various synchronizations were found
coupled excitable@21#, neuron@22–24,29,30# systems. Jiang
and Xin stated that coupling can sustain the propagation
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CR and that CR without tuning can occur under proper c
ditions in a one-way coupled system@32#.

It is well known that bio-oscillation is one of the mos
important properties of living organisms and plays a key r
in maintaining life@7,8#. Because of their same dynamic b
haviors, membrane oscillators are considered to model
membranes of some sensory cells, such as olfactory and
tatory cells@7,33–35#. Various excitable artificial membrane
have been extensively studied and used as effective mo
for bioexcitable systems@36#. Of them, the oscillation behav
ior of an oil-water liquid membrane is typical, an
Yoshikawa and co-workers proposed a model for this liq
membrane from experiment results@33–35#. In this model,
the SR phenomenon was studied theoretically by adding
vironmental noise in different environments@10,11,37#. So
far there is apparently no report on ISR of two coupled o
water liquid membrane oscillators. In the present paper,
major motivation is to investigate the behavior of ISR wh
the first oscillator is subjected to environmental noise wi
out an input signal in two coupled liquid membrane oscil
tors. It is found that the system has many dynamic behavi
for example, coupling enhancement or suppression of
for each oscillator, synchronization of the two coupled osc
lators, and ISR without tuning. Due to the cooperative int
action of environmental noise and coupling, these pheno
ena cannot occur in the corresponding single oscillator.

II. DYNAMICAL MODELS

A. The original model

The model used in the present work was proposed
Yoshikawa and co-workers@33–35#. The whole process can
be shown as follows:

~1!

in which Xb andYb are the concentrations of surfactant a
cooperative species in the bulk aqueous phase, respecti
Xi , Yi , andZi are the concentrations of surfactant, coope
tive species, and their aggregate, respectively, near the
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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water interface. Briefly, the speciesX and Y arrive at the
oil-water interface through diffusion from the bulk aqueo
phase and form aggregates there. When the concentratio
the aggregate reaches a critical value, it is abruptly tra
ferred to the organic phase. The repeated formation and
ruption of the monolayer of the aggregate on the interf
results in oscillation. The related dynamic equations are
pressed as follows@10,37#:

dXi

dt
5DX~Xb2Xi !2K1Zi , ~2!

dYi

dt
5DY~Yb2Yi !2K2Zi , ~3!

dZi

dt
5K3~Xi1Yi !2K4G~Zi !. ~4!

Here the first terms on the right-hand sides of Eqs.~2! and
~3! denote the diffusion for the case where only a line
concentration gradient exists; the second terms represen
feedback from the decomposition of the aggregateZi . The
first term in Eq.~4! gives the rate of formation ofZi , and the
second term corresponds to the rate of escape ofZi from the
interface to the bulk organic phase.G(Zi) is a nonlinear
N-shaped function that enables the system to be excitab
is generally expressed as follows:

G~Zi !5K5Zi
31K6Zi

21K7Zi1K8 . ~5!

For further details and the meaning of parameters of
model, we refer to Refs.@10,37#.

B. Two coupled models

Styles of coupling include global, linear@17,19#, local,
and nonlinear@18,31#. In the present work, we adopt loca
and linear coupling and set the coupling only through
aggregate in Eq.~3!, i.e., Z coupled withW. A coupled
model for this kind of system is developed on the basis of
original model. Work on global coupling throughX, Y, Z
coupled withU, V, W, respectively, is under consideratio
and will be published in the future.
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Here, the local and linearly coupled dynamic equatio
are expressed as follows. For the first stochastic oscilla
~SO1!,

dXi

dt
5DX~Xb2Xi !2K1Zi ,

dYi

dt
5DY~Yb2Yi !2K2Zi ,

dZi

dt
5K3~Xi1Yi !2K4G~Zi !1Kd~Wi2Zi !; ~6!

for the second stochastic oscillator~SO2!,

dUi

dt
5DU~Ub2Ui !2K1Wi ,

FIG. 1. An experimental arrangement corresponding to t
coupled systems. SO1, the first stochastic oscillator; SO2,
second stochastic oscillator; SPM, the selective permeable m
brane.
FIG. 2. Time series ofZi ~a!
andWi ~b! and the corresponding
power spectral density~PSD! ~c!
with b50.002 andKd50.1. Pa-
rameters:Xb

05Ub52.56, Yb5Vb

52.82, DX5DU50.30, DY5DV

50.05, K150.6, K250.1, K3

5K455.0, K550.3, K6522.0,
K753.4, K8521.0.
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FIG. 3. The SNR against noise
intensity for SO1~a! and SO2~b!
at constant coupling strength:Kd

5(1) 0.01; ~2! 0.1; ~3! 0.5; ~4!
0.8. Other parameters as in Fig.
2
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dVi

dt
5DV~Vb2Vi !2K2Wi ,

dWi

dt
5K3~Ui1Vi !2K4G~Wi !1Kd~Zi2Wi ! ~7!

whereXb , Yb , Xi , Yi , andZi are the same as above;Ub ,
Vb , Ui , Vi , andWi are the corresponding variables of SO
Kd is the coupling strength of the two oscillators.G(Zi)
andG(Wi) have the same expression:

G~Zi !5K5Zi
31K6Zi

21K7Zi1K8 , ~8!

G~Wi !5K5Wi
31K6Wi

21K7Wi1K8 . ~9!

Based on Eqs.~6!–~9! and Refs.@15,16#, we suggest an
experimental arrangement corresponding to the two cou
subsystems shown in Fig. 1. The right and left layers co
spond to SO1 and SO2, respectively, and both layers
reaction layers, while the middle layer is a selective perm
able membrane~SPM!, which permits permeation of onlyZi
and Wi , and is not permeable to other species. Thus
coupling between SO1 and SO2 is through diffusion ofZi
and Wi into or out of this layer. The coupling strength d
pends on the diffusion coefficients. The positions 1, 2, 3,
03110
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4 show whereXb , Yb , Ub , andVb enters, respectively. In
this way, the experimental arrangement is devised for a t
coupled-oscillator system. It is a pity that we could not
this experiment because of restrictions of conditions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To investigate ISR, the environmental noise is added o
to the control parameterXb of the first subsystem andXb is
replaced by

Xb5Xb
01bj~ t !. ~10!

Xb
0 is the constant concentration ofX at the steady state, an

b is the intensity of Gaussian white noisej(t) with zero
mean value ^j(t)&50 and unit variance^j(t)j(t1t)&
5d(t). j(t) is generated by a band-limited white nois
generator. In the experimental arrangement,Xb is modulated
by adding the white noise to the first entrance as shown
Fig. 1. We simulate Eqs.~6!–~10! numerically by using the
Euler method for 2000 s with a time step of 0.01 s. To m
sure the ISR, the last 16 384 points are used to obtain
quency spectra by fast Fourier transform~amplitude!. Based
on frequency spectra, the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! is de-
fined asH(Dv/v f)

21 as in Ref.@12#, whereH is the height
of the spectrum,v f is the frequency at the maximum pea
r

n

FIG. 4. The SNR versus noise intensity fo
constant coupling strength:Kd5(a) 0.01;~b! 0.1;
~c! 0.5; ~d! 0.8. Other parameters as i
Fig. 2.
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FIG. 5. Time series ofZi andWi at different
coupling strength forb50.005. Kd5(a) 0.01;
~b! 0.1; ~c! 0.5; ~d! 0.8. Other parameters as i
Fig. 2.
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i.e., the frequency of noise-induced internal signal, andDv is
the width of the peak at its half height. Thus the SNR d
pends on two factors. One is the height of the output pea
the system, becauseH changes with increase of noise inte
sity; the other isDv/v f , which is the relative width of the
peak. Here, each point of the SNR versus noise intensit
coupling strength is obtained by averaging 20 runs.

When environmental noise is added only to the first os
lator, i.e., SO1, both SO1 and SO2 display the behavio
oscillation. This means that the oscillation is transmitted
SO2 by coupling. Diagrams of the time series of each os
lator and the corresponding power spectral density~PSD! are
given in Fig. 2. By comparing Fig. 2~a! with Fig. 2~b!, it is
seen that the contour ofWi(SO2) is smoother than that o
Zi(SO1), which illustrates that the coupling suppresses
destructive role of noise and plays the role of a noise fi
for SO2. From Fig. 2~c!, it is found that the spectral peak o
Zi is higher and wider than that ofWi . These indicate tha
the coupling can transfer the noise-induced oscillation
SO1 to SO2 in a two-coupled-oscillator system when en
ronmental noise is added only to SO1, and the coupling p
the role of a noise filter for SO2. We presume that the os
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lation can be transferred to subsequent subsystems, i.e.
third, fourth, fifth, and so on. In the following sections, w
will investigate the ISR of each oscillator by varying th
noise intensity and coupling strength, respectively.

A. Varying noise intensity with constant coupling strength

Figure 3 shows the SNR forZi andWi of the two oscil-
lators versus noise intensity at constant coupling stren
For SO1 whenKd is small, not larger than 0.1, the SN
increased initially and then dropped with increase of no
intensity. It is seen that the maximum peak of the SNR
Kd50.01 is higher than that of the SNR atKd50.1. When
the coupling strength increases toKd>0.5, the curve of the
SNR shows a plateau at high noise intensity. The heigh
the plateau is greater than the height of the maximum SNR
Kd50.01. This implies that the value of the couplin
strength, i.e., coupling, can influence the ISR of SO1. F
SO2, however, the SNR always increased with increase
noise intensity at anyKd value and came to a plateau. Th
height of the plateau increased with increase of coupl
strength, which implies that the ISR of SO2 is enhanced
FIG. 6. Time series ofZi ~a!
andWi ~b! and the corresponding
PSD of Zi ~c! and Wi ~d! at
b50.006 ~solid line! and 0.008
~dashed line! for Kd50.8. Other
parameters as in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 7. The SNR against
coupling strength for SO1~a!
and SO2~b! at constant noise in-
tensity: b5~1! 0.0001;~2! 0.002;
~3! 0.005. Other parameters as
Fig. 2.
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increasing coupling strength. These results suggest tha
enhancement or suppression of ISR for SO1 and SO2
pends on the coupling strength.

Gammaitoniet al. @38# put forward the idea of controlling
SR in a modified Schmitt trigger and later did extended a
extensive work on controlling SR@39#. They realized control
of SR by adding into the system another periodic modulat
and considered the initial phases of the two periodic sign
as a tunable parameter, which leads to the enhancemen
suppression of SR. In the present work, we give a way
controlling ISR in a coupled system by varying the coupli
strength between two coupled subsystems.

In order to show clearly the ISR for two oscillators, th
curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are compared in
Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!, 4~c!, and 4~d!, respectively. It is seen from
Fig. 4 that the difference of the SNR values ofZi andWi is
very large atKd50.01, and this difference decreases atKd
50.1; when the coupling strength is strong, i.e.,Kd>0.5,
however, the two curves become almost identical. This in
cates the occurrence of synchronization for two coupled s
systems when the coupling strength is large enough,Kd
>0.5. To confirm the phenomenon of synchronization of
two oscillators, the time series of the two oscillators a
shown in Fig. 5. WhenKd is small (Kd50.01), i.e., a weak
interaction between SO1 and SO2, SO1 transferred on
little energy to SO2, which resulted in a weak oscillation
SO2. As the coupling strength exceeded a specific value,
SO1 exchanged energy efficiently with SO2, which enhan
the amplitude of SO2 almost identically to that of SO1. Th
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is synchronization of the two coupled oscillators. Synchro
zation of CR has been reported in coupled excitable syst
at an optimal noise intensity@21# and in neuron systems a
not too high noise intensity@23,24#. Our result shows that the
synchronization can appear not only at an optimal noise
tensity, and at not too high noise intensity, but also at h
noise intensity when the coupling is very strong.

Now we would like to go back to Fig. 3 to discuss th
plateaus of the SNR. For SO1, the plateau appeared w
Kd>0.5 andb>0.005, the dotted line in Fig. 3~a!. For SO2,
the plateau appeared at anyKd value, if b>0.005, the dotted
line in Fig. 3~b!. The phenomenon that the SNR at plate
does not change with increasing noise intensity may
called ISR without tuningfor the noise intensity in coupled
systems. This phenomenon is further confirmed in Fig. 6
is found that the time series ofZi in Fig. 6~a! and the corre-
sponding PSD in Fig. 6~c! at b50.006 almost overlap with
those ofb50.008 whenKd50.8, andWi has similar results
to Zi in Figs. 6~b! and 6~d!. This illustrates thatZi andWi do
not change in the plateau range ofb>0.005.

The phenomenon of ISR without tuning for noise inte
sity can be understood from the definition of the SNR.
Kd>0.5, when the noise intensity is less than 0.005, the fi
factorH and the second factorDv/v f increase with increase
of noise intensity, butH increases more quickly tha
Dv/v f , which leads to the increase of the SNR with i
creasing noise intensity. When noise intensity is equival
to or more than 0.005,H andDv/v f are almost constant a
shown in Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!, which result in the situation
-

s

FIG. 8. The SNR against cou
pling strength forZi ~squares! and
Wi ~pentagons! at constant noise
intensity. b5~a! 0.0001; ~b!
0.002;~c! 0.005. Other parameter
as in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 9. Time series ofZi ~a! andWi ~b! and
the corresponding PSD ofZi ~b! and Wi ~d! at
Kd50.6 ~solid line! and 0.8 ~dashed line! for
b50.005. Other parameters as in Fig. 2.
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that the value of the SNR does not change with increas
noise intensity. It seems that the two coupled oscillat
could be resistant to the effect of noise at high noise inten
whenKd>0.5. It is very important to study the role of nois
in coupled bioexcitable systems.

B. Varying coupling strength with constant noise intensity

Figure 7 shows the SNR versus coupling strength at s
eral constant noise intensities. It is found from Fig. 7~a! that
the SNR ofZi decreased with initial increase of couplin
strength both atb50.0001 in curve 1 and atb50.002 in
curve 2, while increasing monotonically atb50.005 in curve
3. However, at each noise intensity the SNR ofWi increased
with increasing coupling strength as shown in Fig. 7~b!. The
comparison of SO1 (Zi) with SO2 (Wi) is shown in Fig. 8.
The decrease ofZi at low noise intensity, i.e.,b<0.002, is in
contrast with the increase ofWi , which is a consequence o
energy transfer from SO1 to SO2 when coupling occurs.
high noise intensity, the energy transfer did not lead to
decrease of the SNR ofZi due to a sufficient supply of en
ergy from noise. At any noise intensity, the values ofZi and
Wi go to stable values, that is, plateaus appear, whenKd
>0.5. The values ofZi and Wi are about 300 in Fig. 7~a!,
1200 in Fig. 7~b!, and 1600 in Fig. 7~c!, respectively. It in-
dicates an occurrence of synchronization when coup
strength is strong, i.e.,Kd>0.5. Similarly, we call the phe-
nomenon ISR without tuning for coupling strength
coupled systems. To confirm this phenomenon, the time
ries of each oscillator are plotted in Fig. 9. The time series
Zi in Fig. 9~a! and the corresponding PSD in Fig. 9~c! at
Kd50.6 almost overlap with those ofKd50.8 when
b50.005. Similarly, the time series ofWi in Fig. 9~b! and the
corresponding PSD in Fig. 9~d! at Kd50.6 almost overlap
with those ofKd50.8 whenb50.005. The phenomenon o
ISR without tuning for coupling strength can be attributed
high coupling strength, which unites the two oscillators
fast transfer of energy. It seems that in a coupled system
two coupled oscillators could be resistant to coupling at h
coupling strength. It is very important to study the role
coupling in coupled bioexcitable systems.
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Collins et al. @40# found that SR without tuning can occu
in a single oscillator in the presence of an input signal. Jia
and Xin @32# found that the phenomenon of CR without tu
ing for noise intensity can occur at a certain coupli
strength in a one-way coupled Brusselator model in the
sence of an input signal. Our result is in good agreem
with theirs, and the phenomenon of ISR without tuning f
coupling strength can also occur at a certain noise inten
in the absence of an input signal. ISR without tuning is ve
important to internal signal processing and transferring, a
we expect that such SR, CR, and ISR without tuning co
occur in neural networks and other systems.

IV. SUMMARY

The internal SR of two coupled oil-water membrane o
cillators is investigated only when the first oscillator is su
jected to environmental noise. It is found that coupli
strength is a key factor in the dynamic behaviors of t
coupled systems. When coupling strength is small, i.e.,Kd
,0.5, the synchronization of the two oscillators cannot oc
due to the weak coupling effect between the two oscillato
whenKd>0.5, however, the synchronization of the two o
cillators can occur due to the strong coupling effect. It sho
be recognized that enhancement or suppression of ISR
two oscillators depend strongly on the coupling streng
Furthermore, ISR without tuning can occur versus noise
tensity atKd>0.5 for SO1 and at anyKd value for SO2.
Similarly, ISR without tuning can also occur versus coupli
strength atKd>0.5 both for SO1 and for SO2, regardless
theb value. From the present and previous work@18,19,32#,
it seems that the main observation above is a general
nomenon of nonlinear oscillatory systems, especially bios
tems when processing biological information@8#. We expect
the present result could contribute to the study of SR and
in many coupled systems.
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